
IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA   

CANBERRA REGISTRY

BETWEEN: Solihin Millin

Applicant

and

Vincent Rizzo Detective Senior Constable 40491

Moreland Crime Investigation Unit

Victoria Police

Respondent

REPLY

1. We note the short thrift given by the Respondent to extremely important Questions 

of Law posed in this matter, a matter that affects over 25,000,000 Australians, a 

matter of Global importance, a matter that has brought Australia to a standstill 

since around March 2020, destroyed tens of thousands of businesses, created huge 

destruction in our Australian Economy, destroyed families, livelihoods, lives and 

much more.  All based on an utterly FALSE Emergency engendered by Corporate 

and Banking interests seeking Global Control and Slavery of the Human Race 

through the World’s largest Pharmaceutical FEAR Campaign based on a non-

existent ‘virus’ Sarscov2 which has never been scientifically isolated, a fake 

disease ‘Covid19’ that has never been scientifically defined apart from having 

‘Cold and Flu’ symptoms, which thus, in fact, is a renaming of Influenza, And a 

totally fallacious false positive PCR test that cannot test for infectious diseases.

2. We note the Respondents’ request for FACTS which we will supply aplenty.

3. We also note that this false Emergency engendered by a Foreign Power, the World 

Health Organisation, has been used to overthrow the Australian Constitution and 

has in essence given ‘carte blanc’ to State Governments to institute huge unlawful 

invasion of basic Australian Human Rights and overthrow the Australian 

Constitution, which of course, is Treason.

4. Thus we add an additional Question of Law:

Can the provisions of the Constitution of Australia ever be overridden by State 

enactments of “States of Emergency” or extensions thereof which grant extensive 
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powers to the State to take away human rights (and may not be supported by proper

statistical or scientific data) and if so which provisions of the Constitution can be 

overridden and under what circumstances?

5. The most important question of FACT we have is ‘On what statistical and scientific

basis does this false Emergency rest?’.

6. And the answer is NONE, but highly inaccurate theoretical mathematical worst 

case computer models with no connection to physical reality whatsoever.

7. We await the FOI requests we have made to the Respondent to supply the statistical

and scientific basis of this FALSE Emergency, which so far has not been 

forthcoming.

8. This argument was presented to the Victorian Police during my first interview after

being arrested on the 28th August 2020. (see Police audio video records) No action 

was taken by the Victorian Police to investigate this information. Thus these 

FACTS are highly significant in relation to the original arrest and interview and 

thus the Melbourne Magistrates' Court matter L12182685, and the resulting non-

action by the Victorian Police or Government in investigating this very important 

matter affecting all Australians.

9. Hereafter follows a statement of FACTS:

10. There is no statistical or scientific basis for an Emergency in Victoria or in fact any

State of Australia.

11. Daniel Andrews is relying on the State of Emergency in Victoria for his extensive

powers to put people in lockdown, to force them to wear masks (which have been

proven  scientifically  to  cause  health  issues),  to  close  businesses  and  destroy

people’s  livelihoods,  close  borders,  arrest  people,  fine  people  and  use  other

draconian measures against our Human and Constitutional Rights.

12. Despite  consistently  asking,  the  people  of  Victoria  have  never  been  given  the

scientific evidence, or the statistics (deaths) that warrant the decision to call a State

of Emergency, or the extension of one.

13. Why do we need a  State  of  Emergency when Statistics  in  Australia  show that

99.9% of people under the age of 65 survive the virus, 99.5% of 70 year olds

(without  the  complication  of  other  co-morbidities)  survive  the  virus.   The  age

group at risk is the over 80’s?

14. Why do we need a State of Emergency when John Ioannidis of Stanford University

– one of the ten most cited scientists in the world has ranked the mortality rate of

Covid19 caused by Sarscov2 in the range of that of influenza as early as March
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2020? He demonstrated that the worldwide panic at the end of January 2020

regarding an alleged high mortality rate associated with Sarscov2 infection

was and is simply unfounded.  His paper confirms that the majority of people 65

and under survive the Corona Virus. 

15. Why are decisions are being made based on no proper data? 

16. Why is there a need for a State of Emergency when the Statistics show there have

been a small number of deaths in Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2020

deaths from Covid19 are 909).  This is the lowest average death rate in Australia

from upper  respiratory  infections  in  the  past  5  years  and  apparently  last  year

influenza deaths completely disappeared, Prior to Covid19, the Australian Bureau

of Statistics show that nearly 3,000 people were dying annually from influenza?

17. Why is no data given to people in Victoria about how many of the alleged Covid19

“cases” were properly diagnosed by a doctor apart from having a PCR test since

now the WHO are saying the PCR test should not be used as the sole diagnostic

tool but merely an aid?

18. Please provide the science for your allegation that asymptomatic cases can transmit

the virus? 

19. It has been alleged that there is an asymptomatic form of Covid19.  Usually doctors

cannot make a proper diagnosis unless a person is displaying symptoms.  A study

of nearly 10,000,000 people stated that out of the nearly 10 million people in the

study, “300 asymptomatic cases” were found. Contact tracing was then carried out

and of those 300, no cases of Covid19 were detected in any of them. “A total of

1,174 close contacts of the asymptomatic positive cases were traced, and they all

tested negative for the Covid19.”  

20. Why are we not told that the vast majority of cases with Covid19 have survived?

21. Why is the State of Victoria using the PCR test as the  sole  diagnostic tool and

running it at high amplifications, well over the recommended frequency? 

22. The WHO has realized some of the problems with the PCR testing in that many

false positives are produced and if the cycles of magnification are too high this test

produces  incorrect  results.  WHO  has  issued  two  notifications  --  one  on  14th

December 2020 and one on 13th January 2021 providing a warning that caution

needs to be exercised in using this test, as it is an aid to diagnosis and not the sole

diagnostic tool.   It is a known a fact that the PCR test  is not able to diagnose

whether you have an infection from any virus. 

See: Version 1 - 7 December 2020 - 
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Version 2 - 13 January 2021 - 

23. Why is the PCR test still being used as a basis that a person is infected with the

Virus? Our own Therapeutic Goods Administration on their  website (for Health

Practitioners only) says “The extent to which a positive PCR result correlates with

the infectious state of an individual is still  being determined”  “There is limited

evidence available to assess the accuracy and clinical utility of available Covid19

tests”

24. Why have very few of the purported deaths from  Covid19 ever  been given an

autopsy  to  confirm  that  this  is  the  actual cause  of  death  and  not  some  other

comorbidity or accident?

25. The cause of death in most cases is merely an assumption by one person certifying

the death.

26. Why are more Courts around the world deciding that these draconian measures are

unconstitutional or unconscionable? 

27. E.g. the Austrian Constitutional Court declared in October, 2020 that Outlawing

gatherings  with more  than  4 people (10 for  clubs),  requiring  people  to  keep a

minimum distance, Requiring people not to enter premises was unconstitutional

and ceased from 31.12.2020  The District  Court  in  Weimar in  Germany had a

similar view on the restrictions. 

28. German  judge  Thorsten  Schleif  calls  on  citizens  to  defend  themselves  against

corona fines, as they are hard to follow logically and often in contravention of

existing law. A restriction on citizen's rights can only be executed with sufficient

reason, especially since these measures can be continued indefinitely.

29. The Appeal Court in Lisbon has stated that a proper diagnosis by a doctor needs to

be made that a person is infected.  A PCR test (which can create a lot of false

positive results) is not sufficient.

30. Why has the WHO never suggested that there should be lockdowns and arrests for

non-compliance?

31. Why is the PCR test still being used as a basis that a person is infected with the

Virus? Our own Therapeutic Goods Administration on their  website (for health

practitioners only) says  “The extent to which a positive PCR result correlates with

the infectious state of an individual is still  being determined”  “There is limited

evidence available to assess the accuracy and clinical utility of available Covid19

tests” 
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32. A very serious event (the State of Emergency) has taken place that allows people

enormous power, which can and is being abused.  People have had their human

rights taken away.  This situation demands that the State of Emergency is fully

justified with statistics that show a high death rate and that if you catch the virus

you are likely to die. Neither of these two things is true. Decisions are being made

without any reliable data and causing damage to people’s lives.

So to summarise our argument based on FACT:

33. There is no serious deadly infectious disease sweeping the Planet.

34. Covid19 is Influenza renamed.

35. The Sarscov2 ‘virus’ is not real and cannot and has not been scientifically isolated.

36. The PCR test is demonstratably totally deficient of testing for any ‘virus’ or 

infectious disease.

37. The ‘scientific’ argument that Lockdowns have saved Australia is as meaningless 

as saying Lockdowns are responsible for our hearts beating.

38. A small group of extremely wealthy people and corporations seeking Global 

Control and Enslavery and vast profits have taken over the World Health 

Organisation.

39. This group of people is typically referred to as Big Pharma.

40. The World Health Organisation has infiltrated all 192 member countries’ 

Govenments including Australia, and overthrown our Constitution with a FALSE 

Emergency.

41. The Sarscov2 ‘virus’ is a Psyop to create global panic and fear which has been 

magnified enormously by a controlled relentless multi-media global fear campaign 

and censorship.

42. The announcement of ‘new deadly’ strains of Covid19 is an unscientific attempt to 

create further fear and panic Worldwide.

43. There is no Worldwide Emergency.

44. The World and Australia can return to Normal.

Dated:  1st April 2021 ................(signed).................…

Self Represented 

Name: Solihin Millin
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